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The Great Raymond Book by The Great Raymond-$ This fascinating book takes you on a magical journey around the
world seven times with The Great Raymond, a Master Magician of remarkable charm and skills.

The 1 General History of Magic Blog on the internet! He is buried in the Glendale Cemetery in Akron. He was
one of the great touring illusionists of the early 20th century. He featured everything from escapes to large
scale illusions in his show. Raymond was very similar to Charles Carter. Like Carter the Great he toured the
world performing his show. The Great Raymond claimed to have made seven world tours though much of that
is disputed. It was more likely less than that. There is a wonderful book on the Great Raymond by William
Rauscher. Information on ordering this book is here, http: For one, the amount of equipment they toured with
is staggering. When they built an illusion it was sturdy, strong and heavy. Posters were the 1 selling tool of the
traveling magician. It seems like a lot of the touring acts had the same effects in their show not unlike today
sadly. He always opened his show with this one effect. He learned the handling from someone who worked in
the Raymond Show. But when I saw it performed I realized that here was a piece of magic that had surprise,
audience interaction because the performer hands out the oranges, and then a double surprise when a second
production of oranges is made from the very same cloth. Sadly, try as I might I was unable to get Mr. I think
magicians are used to seeing the Thurston and Kellar Posters but the Raymonds though less popular are just as
striking. But this was more to show off his grave and to give you a snippet of biographical info. All magician
grave photos are being collected in a special blog all their own. Please visit his site when you can at www.
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Chapter 2 : The Great Raymond: â€œTwo Thirds Mystery, One Third Vaudevilleâ€• â€“ (Travalanche)
The Great Raymondo Sex Status Hair Black Occupation Magician Relatives Wife: Esther (deceased) Brother: Unnamed
(deceased) First appearance "The Great Simpsina"; Voiced by Martin Landau Though revealed on the show that his
name is Harvey, The Great Raymondo is a retired magician who accepts Lisa.

LinkedIn The 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th month is our moment to remember. Even after the
armistice was signed early that morning, but before it came into effect six hours later, the pointless fighting
continued, literally until the last minute. The last American was killed in battle at the 10th hour and 59th
minute of the 11th day of the 11th month in the year of our Lord The Great War gave us border controls and
passports, income taxes and women in the industrial labour force, daylight savings time and blood
transfusions. The sunrise burns off the morning mist over the remains of trenches in the Newfoundland
Memorial Park at Beaumont Hamel on Nov. That lesson was learned well, and the rise of the totalitarians â€”
communists first and fascists soon after â€” would make the rest of the 20th century subject to even more
far-reaching war, both hot and cold. And more to the point, once it began, why could it not be stopped?
Consider Winston Churchill on the depredations of this new total war: Once it began, why could it not be
stopped? Neither peoples nor rulers drew the line at any deed which they thought could help them to win.
When all was over, Torture and Cannibalism were the only two expedients that the civilized, scientific
Christian states had been able to deny themselves; and they were of doubtful utility. The Great War confirmed
what we have been relearning painfully ever since, that technological mastery enables us to do more, both for
good and for evil. Staff planted more than 11, flags, with each flag representing 10 fallen members of the
Canadian Armed Forces. That meant liberation for the Poles, who mark their independence day on Nov.
Poland had been divided up and erased from the map of Europe in the late 18th century by the same
monarchies in Moscow, Berlin and Vienna. The end of those royal houses meant the resurrection of Poland.
Weak kings were replaced in short order by strong tyrants in Russia and Prussia. The British and French drew
up new countries and borders, producing the failed states and fake monarchies and fierce regimes that presided
over a miserable century for the Arab peoples. The British mandate in Palestine would in due course give rise
to the creation of the modern state of Israel, a happier venture in stability, democracy and prosperity. The
elimination of the Ottoman Empire as the geopolitical expression of Islam, without any replacement, produced
a problem long in need of a solution. Mid-century pan-Arabism did not do the trick, and late-century Islamist
extremism stepped into the void. As Iran and Saudi Arabia jockey for position in a soon-to-be nuclear Middle
East, that question still hangs in the balance. The end of the Great War did not bring a comprehensive or
long-lasting peace.
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The Great Raymond claimed to have made seven world tours though much of that is disputed. It was more likely less
than that. There is a wonderful book on the Great Raymond by William Rauscher.

Setting[ edit ] Rayman 2 takes place in a world called the Glade of Dreams, and revolves around its invasion
and occupation by an armada of interstellar Robo-Pirates, led by Admiral Razorbeard. Prior to the invasion,
the Robo-Pirates destroyed over one hundred planets in the galaxy, with the intention of enslaving their
inhabitants. Upon the invasion of the Glade of Dreams, the Robo-Pirates were battled against by Rayman ,
Globox , and other allies. Story[ edit ] In this cutscene, Rayman gives one of the four masks to Polokus, the
spirit of the world. Globox, a friend of Rayman, is also captured and put in the same cell as Rayman aboard
the Buccaneer. Globox gives Rayman a Silver Lum given to him by Ly the fairy, which temporarily restores
some of his powers. Rayman escapes the prison ship through a chute, however during the escape he once
again separates from Globox. After falling from the ship, Rayman eventually finds himself in the Woods of
Light. Rayman decides that his best chance is to find Ly, and begins his search through the forest. Rayman
sadly informs them of his separation with Globox, much to their dismay. The children inform Rayman that Ly
has been captured by Robo-Pirates and has been taken deeper into the forest. Traversing deeper into the forest,
Rayman frees a group of Teensies â€”small creatures with magical abilitiesâ€”whom were locked in a cage.
Once collected, the King Teensie creates a network of portals that connect the Hall of Doors, which Rayman
uses in order to access various areas throughout the Glade of Dreams. Eventually, Rayman finds Ly being held
captive in a force field within the Fairy Glade. After being freed, Rayman tells Ly of his separation with
Globox and his loss of powers. However, she tells Rayman of four ancient masks, through which Polokus , the
spirit of the world, must be awakened in order to defeat the Robo-Pirates. Ly informs Rayman that his only
hope is to find the four masks, defeat their guardians, and awaken Polokus. Rayman approaches the entrance
to the Sanctuary of Water and Ice, the location in which the first of the four masks is contained. He defeats its
guardian, Axel, in combat and collects the first mask, which teleports him to the realm where Polokus rests
eternally. Speaking to Rayman through his dreams, Polokus congratulates him on his find, and urges him to
collect the three remaining masks. Rayman travels to the Menhir Hills, where he learns to tame and ride
equine-like walking shells. Rayman acquaintances himself with Clark, a friendly giant, who has become
terminally ill after accidentally swallowing a Robo-Pirate. He asks Rayman to retrieve the Elixir of Life from
the Cave of Bad Dreams, a realm which can only be accessed if the occupant is asleep. Rayman asks a witch
doctor to hypnotise him, which transports him to the Cave of Bad Dreams. Once there, Jano, the guardian of
the dream world , offers Rayman the choice of eternal wealth instead of taking the elixir. Declining the offer
will grant Rayman the elixir, which he uses to cure Clark. Afterwards, Rayman reunites with Globox, who
was captured by Robo-Pirates and brought to a remote detention facility. After destroying a warship with his
new powers, Rayman travels to Whale Bay, where he frees a benevolent whale, Carmen, who has been
imprisoned by the pirates in order to use her blubber to oil the engines of their ships. Its guardian, Umber, is
an inanimate statue which Rayman uses to control in order to walk across lava and obtain the second mask. A
group of warships ambush Rayman in a mountainous precipice and almost kill him, however he ultimately
escapes. Rayman collects the third mask at the Sanctuary of Rock and Lava, and obtains a new power from Ly
which gives him the ability to fly. However the guardian of the sanctuary, Foutch, wounds Rayman which
causes him to lose his ability of flight. After giving the third mask to Polokus, he teleports Rayman to the Iron
Mountains, which houses a vast network of mines. Rayman encounters Uglette, wife of Globox, who is in
despair after informing Rayman that dozens of her children are being used for labour in the mines, and Globox
has once again been captured and sent to the Buccaneer. As Uglette and the children leave, one of the children
passes Rayman the fourth mask, claiming that they found it in the mines. Rayman departs to see Polokus, who
congratulates him on his work, and uses the power of all four masks to awaken himself. Polokus tells Rayman
that he can destroy all Robo-Pirates in the Glade of Dreams, but he has no power in the air. Polokus then
creates a portal which leads Rayman to the airborne Buccaneer, in which he must defeat Admiral Razorbeard
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and save Globox. On board the Buccaneer, a general visits Razorbeard, who presents to him the Grolgoth, a
large powered exoskeleton which makes the user invulnerable to damage. Razorbeard purchases it, and plans
for his final confrontation with Rayman. During combat, Razorbeard accidentally collapses the floor, plunging
both him and Rayman into a lava-filled furnace. During the descent, Ly telepathically saves Rayman from his
fall and creates him a sentient flying shell, which he uses to knock the Grolgoth into the lava. Razorbeard
escapes the ship in a small shuttlecraft, and initiates the self-destruct, which destroys the Buccaneer with
Rayman still inside. Gameplay[ edit ] Screenshot of the Fairy Glade, the second level of the game The game is
played from a third-person perspective and the player has control over the camera, though in some situations
this control is limited to only certain angles. At several points in the game the player loses control during cut
scenes, which typically show dialogue between characters. By collecting lums, the player unlocks more
information about the game world and its back story, which can be read by standing still and pressing a
specific button for some time. Some back story is also obtained through optional instructions from Murfy, a
"flying encyclopaedia" who provides explanations on all kinds of gameplay elements. In contrast to its
predecessor, which was a 2D platformer, Rayman 2 is a 3D platformer. The player navigates through a mostly
linear sequence of levels, fighting enemy Robo-Pirates, solving puzzles and collecting lums. Collecting
enough lums gains the player access to new parts of the world. Part of the lums are hidden in small cages, in
which other freedom fighters or Teensies are imprisoned, and can be obtained by breaking the cages. Rayman
starts the game with minimal abilities, and he can gain more abilities as the game progresses. Eventually, the
orbs can be charged before shooting them, making them more powerful. Rayman can also enter a strafing
stance which allows him to easily aim orbs whilst avoiding enemy attacks. Rayman later gains the ability to
swing over large gaps using Purple Lums. Rayman is also able to use his helicopter hair to slow his descent
while jumping, with some segments later in the game allowing him to fly with his hair. There are also various
items Rayman can use throughout the game, such as explosive barrels he can throw, giant plums he can ride
on to carry him across dangerous surfaces, and rockets he must ride on to access new areas. Rayman 2 - The
Iron Mountains Problems playing this file? In addition to the main, story-based level sequence, there are also
several levels in which the player can gain bonuses in a time trial. When the player controlling the child wins
the race, Rayman gains health or a powerup. Versions[ edit ] Rayman 2 was released on a wide variety of
platforms, with several differences and name changes between the versions. The Great Escape was released
first[ citation needed ], followed by a Microsoft Windows release later that year, with slight improvements to
the Microsoft Windows version including graphics and music. On 26 May , GOG. The Great Escape,
alongside Rayman 3: On 26 January Ubisoft announced that Rayman 2 would be added as a bonus for
preordering the Microsoft Windows version of Rayman Origins. The Dreamcast version also has exclusive
mini-games, playable by finding hidden crystals, and changes to the world map the Dreamcast version uses
The Isle of Doors instead of The Hall of Doors as the world map and final battle. Many features in the
Dreamcast version are retained in Rayman Revolution, such as the camera angle and the 3D models.
PlayStation[ edit ] The PlayStation version was developed by Ubi Soft Shanghai , and is the first version to
have the characters speaking real languages English, French, German, Spanish and Italian , replacing the
gibberish spoken by the characters originally. Characters like the Ninjaws mini-boss that first appears at the
end of The Sanctuary of Stone and Fire are exclusive to this version, and characters that did not have speaking
roles before, such as the guardians Axel, Umber, and Foutch, now speak to Rayman when he confronts them.
PlayStation 2[ edit ] This version, titled Rayman: Revolution in North America , was released on 22 December
To date, Revolution is the only edition of Rayman 2 that lets players save when a level has been only partially
completed, but like all versions of the game, it still uses manual saves. The 1,th Lum is obtained after beating
Clark and receiving the Lumz Radar, a magnet -shaped gadget exclusive to Revolution that helps players track
down any missed Yellow Lums. However, despite the numerous improvements and enhancements to the
gameplay, the frame rate is not as smooth as the near-constant 60fps of the Sega Dreamcast version, and
certain graphical effects from that version, such as the blue ring trails that accompany a fully charged gold fist
orb, are also gone. It is a 2D side scroller, and follows the story of the other versions. It has two identical boss
fights. The second boss is Razorbeard, even though the sprite for a common Robo Pirate is used. Ly and
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Globox appear only in cutscenes. Like the PS1 version, Rayman has to collect Lums instead of Very few
changes have been made to the game from the Nintendo 64 version. Parts of some music tracks have been
taken out and some graphical textures have been simplified, both likely due to storage limits on the Nintendo
DS cartridge. The port also added touch screen controls. The iOS game has since been removed from the App
Store. Ubisoft confirmed that this version is a port of the Dreamcast version and like the iOS version, the 3DS
one also has no minigames nor the Globox Village with "major updates on key gameplay elements such as
accessibility, progression and learning curve. Development[ edit ] Rayman 2 was originally conceptualised as
a sidescrolling 2D platformer , like the first game.
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The Great Raymond [Elbert Hubbard] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This scarce
antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original. Due to its age, it may contain imperfections such as marks.

Edit Raymond joined the Territorials at a young age. He later became a magician and toured the country. He
became the manager of Raquel Turner when they did a magic act tour. They moved to Margate in Kent. They
shared a flat, and slept in separate rooms to save paying for 2 places. He did have a bit of a temper. Ray did
like to show Raquel who was boss at times, although he never was violent to her. She was distracted and the
pigeons flew all over the place. Del tried to pretend that was part of the act by clapping but failed miserably as
all the other spectators knew she was distracted. Ray was really annoyed and embarrassed. A short time later
when Del and Raquel are chatting, Ray comes to the bar and gives Raquel grief and is quite rude to her, saying
she is sacked if she does that again on stage. Del threatens to whack him for being so rude. Raquel also says he
is a bit of a pig. She says she has to keep on his good side to keep her flat. Del thinks Raquel is alone so can
put him and Rodney up for the night. But Del then sees The Great Raymondo. Del then thinks that Raquel is
being forced to actually live with Ray for sexual favours or she will be out of a job and a home. Del says that
is blackmail. Del then punches Ray and Ray goes flying across the room. Raquel and Ray try to explain. Ray
tells Rodney to warn Del that he was once in the territorials. Ray says Raquel is not his type and tries to subtly
explain that he is gay. Rodney tells Del to take his time working that one out. Ray said that they share a flat to
save money. Del then eats all the humble pie in the world he can. Del then cottons on that Ray is gay.
Chapter 5 : The Great Raymondo | Only Fools and Horses Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
This fascinating book takes you on a magical journey around the world seven times with The Great Raymond, a Master
Magician of remarkable charm and skills. Learn about the hardships, trials, and glory of theatrical magic from the s to the
s.

Chapter 6 : The Great Raymond Poster Reproductions | #
"The Great Raymond is an important addition to magical biography, imbuing the legend of a great showman with much
fascinating factual detail presented via interesting text and beautiful graphics, within the covers of a handsome volume
that must surely appeal alike to bibliophiles and collectors.".

Chapter 7 : Maurice F. Raymond - Magicpedia
Harvey Raymondo, better known as The Great Raymondo, is a magician who teaches Lisa magic tricks.

Chapter 8 : The Great Raymond by William V. Rauscher - Book - Tricksupply
The Great Raymondo is the stage name of a stage magician called Ray who was flatmates with Raquel in Margate.
After sneaking out of the Villa Bella boarding house in Margate, Del and Rodney meet up with Boycie, Mike and Trigger
in a nightclub and watch The Great Raymondo perform.

Chapter 9 : Carnegie: Magic Detective: The Great Raymond's Grave
The Great Raymondo was a character in Only Fools And Horses and appeared in 1 episode, The Jolly Boys Outing
(25th December ). He was played by Robin Driscoll. Raymond joined the Territorials at a young age.
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